JUNIOR WEEK

S H E R E D in the traditionally diabolic Technique Rush, the events of Junior Week are culminating one after the other with a series of activities. The debut of Technique 1920, the Prom, the Show, have all been successful, exceedingly successful. Take it and large, every thing rush-related is being enjoyed by those who have participated. Except perhaps, those unfortunate who entered the Rush with high hopes, only to be left in black and whiteخدل their frustration! Set aside from the rest, this one week of the school term is given over to the good fellowship and getting together of the Junior Class. It is a last good time before they do the solemn title of Senior. Or is it, if you like a reward for having three run the gauntlet of the classroom, and a final festive commemoration before descending into the Valley of the Shadow of Junior Finals. But no matter how the tradition is continued, Junior Week stands for unmistakable pleasure, and after two war-years, this Spring of all years.

The Junior Class of 1920 has done its full share in holding aloft the crimson-gray banner of Technique, and to them belongs the right of this week which is all their's. The splendid work of Technique 1920, the brilliant success of the Tech Show, the universal praise of the Junior Prom—are all, even allowing due credit to the other classes that helped, nothing less than tributes to the prowess of the Juniors. They were conceived, planned and executed in a quarterly fashion.

Nineteen-twenty, THE TECH congratulates you.

MR. MARKS
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